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1 DIRECT TESTIMONY OF REBECCA KLEIN 
* 

2 Q. Please state your name and business address. 

3 A. 

4 Texas 78701 

Rebecca Klein, The Loeffler Group, 1001 Congress Avenue, Suite 350, Austin, 

5 Q. By whom are you employed and what is your position? 

6 A. 

7 

I am a Managing Partner for The Loeffler Group, which specializes in corporate 

legal representation and govemment affairs. 

8 Q. Briefly provide an overview of your education and professional experience? 

9 A. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

I am a graduate of Stanford University with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Human 

Biology. I received my Masters degree in National Security Studies at 

Georgetown University, and earned a Juris Doctorate at St. Mary’s University in 

San Antonio, Texas. I am admitted to practice law in Texas. I am also a Major in 

the US.  Air Force Reserve. I was awarded the National Defense and Southwest 

Asia Service Rzbbons for service in Saudi Arabia during Desert ShielcUDesert 

Storm. 

I have served as a Commissioner and also as Chairman 

of the Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUCT) for almost three years. Pnor 

to my appointment to the PUCT in 2001, I served as a Policy Director for then- 

Govemor George W. Bush, engaging in a variety of statewide issues and projects 

in the areas of telecommunications; energy, housing, technology, and banking. 

My federal experience stretches back to 1988, when I worked for the Secretary of 

the Air Force as a Legislative Liaison Action Officer. From 1989-1991, I served 

in the White House of President George H.W. Bush as Associate Director, Office 



1 

2 

of Presidential Personnel, where I recommended and recruited for the President’s 

approval candidates for sub-cabinet level appointments at national secwity related 
.c 

3 agencies, as well as ambassadorial appointments. From 1991 to 1993, I was the 

4 Associate Director of the U.S. Trade and Development Agency during which time 

5 I oversaw agency accounts in various multi-lateral banks. 

6 Q. Please describe the nature of your relationship with Saber Partners. 

7 A. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

I am a member of the Advisory Board of Saber Partners, LLC. Members make 

themselves available to Saber’s senior management from time to time to give their 

perspective on issues in which Saber is involved. Members have no management 

or operational responsibility for Saber Partners, LLC. I often share my 

knowledge with Saber management on regulation and energy issues from a public 

policy point of view and from the perspective both from the state and federal level 

based on my extensive experience in those areas. 

14 Q. Who else serves with you on the Advisory Board? 

15 A. 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 member. 

The Board is comprised of eight members. Mr. Alan S. Blinder is the current 

Chairman of the Advisory Board. Mr. Blinder is a Professor of Economics at 

Princeton University, former Vice Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board in 

Washington, and a former member of the President’s Council of Economic 

Advisors. Stuart Eizenstat, a partner at Covington and Burling and former 

Undersecretary of the Department of State for Economic Affairs is also a 

22 Q. 

23 securitization transactions completed? 

During your term with Public Utility Commission of Texas, were any utility 

2 



1 A. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Yes. Three transactions were completed with active Commission oversight 

during my tenure at the PUCT. Two transactions were done pursuant to financing 

orders issued by my predecessors and one from a financing order that I approved 

as a member of the Commission. These transactions involved the issuance of 

bonds referred to as “transition bonds.” Approximately $747 million in bonds 

were issued for Reliant Energy in 2001, $797 million in bonds were issued for 

Central Power and Light in 2002, and $1.3 billion in bonds were issued for Texas 

Utilities in 2003. Like Florida Power & Light Company’s proposed storm- 

recovery bonds, these bonds required ratepayers to bear the full economic burden 

of the bonds. 

11 Q. 

12 

Prior to these transactions, did the Texas Commission specifically approve 

any other types of financings for utilities under its jurisdiction? 

13 A. No. Financings and financing costs were under the company’s general cost of 

14 capital and subject to a retrospective prudence review process by the Commission 

15 in general rate cases. The utilities and their shareholders were directly 

16 accountable for all their debt costs and their capital structure under the general 

17 review process. If either item (debt level or cost of debt) was found to be 

18 imprudent, an adjustment would be made to the cost of capital. 

19 Q. 

20 

Were the ratepayer-backed securitization bonds treated differently by the 

Texas Commission? If so, why? 

21 A. Yes. The normal incentives to minimize waste and inefficiencies are absent with 

22 ratepayer-backed bonds, and the PUCT’s authority to correct problems it 

23 The Commission was required by law to issue an discovered was limited. 

24 irrevocable financing order in which the utility is insulated from any and all costs 

3 



1 associated with the financing.’ The Commission was also required to approve a 

2 process called a “true-up mechanism” that committed the Commission to 

3 periodically raise the charge that supports the bonds to whatever level is necessary 

4 to pay the bonds’ principal and interest on time.2 In addition, the State and the 

5 Commission were required to pledge to the bondholders never to take or permit 

6 any action to be taken that would interfere with their right to payment.3 This 

7 regulatory guarantee is an extraordinary use of the powers of state regulation. 

8 Q. Why was an irrevocable financing order required with a true-up 

9 mechanism? 

10 A. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

The Texas legislature required it because the Texas utilities that sponsored the 

Texas securitization legislation advised that a true-up mechanism was necessary 

to allow the bonds to be rated by the credit rating agencies at the highest category, 

“AAA”, and make the bonds more attractive to investors. The PUCT’s financial 

advisor, Saber Partners, advised the PUCT that this was a correct analysis. 

15  Q. 

16 was necessary? 

Why did the Texas legislature and the PUCT believe that a “AAA” rating 

17 A. 

18 

19 

20 

The Texas utilities advised the Texas legislature and the PUCT that a “AAA” 

bond rating would result in the lowest possible interest rate on the bonds. The 

PUCT’s financial advisor, Saber Partners, advised the PUCT that this was a 

correct analysis. This rating demonstrates to potential investors that the bonds are 

21 not very risky. The lower the risk, the lower the interest rate demanded by 

’ PURA 39.303. 
PURA 39.307. 
PURA 39.310. 

4 
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2 

3 Q- 

4 

5 

6 A. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

underwriters and investors. Consequently, it is an important factor that should 

allow the bonds to be sold to investors at the lowest possible cost to ratepayers. 

Did the PUCT impose other conditions or provisions in its financing orders 

to improve the marketability of Texas transition bonds and lower the cost to 

ratepayers? 

Yes .  Joseph Fichera and Michael Noel of Saber Partners, a former underwriter 

and a former Chief Financial Officer, respectively, have outlined in their 

testimony many of the conditions and provisions that were adopted and 

implemented in connection with the Texas transition bonds to lower costs to 

ratepayers. 

11 Q. 

12 

13 cost to Florida ratepayers? 

In your opinion, should these other conditions or provisions be imposed to 

improve the marketability of Florida storm-recovery bonds and lower the 

14 A. Yes. 

15 Q. 

14 

17 

Did the Texas statute which authorized utility securitizations direct the 

PUCT to apply a standard to ensure that benefits from the legislation and the 

financing order to Texas ratepayers would be maximized? 

18 A. Yes. Texas. Utility Code Ann. €j 39.301 stated that “The commission shall 

19 ensure that the structuring and pricing of the transition bonds results in the lowest 

20 transition bond charges consistent with market conditions and the terms of the 

21 financing order.” 

22 Q. 

23 Commissioner? 

In the absence of that specific mandate, what would you have done as a 

5 



1 A. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

4 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

The same thing. I would have pursued the lowest cost to ratepayers for the very 

simple reason that this was our fimdamental responsibility as regulators to 

ratepayers under our authority as a Commission, particularly in a situation where 

their interests are not otherwise represented. We were sworn to protect the public 

interest and the interests of ratepayers. In this instance, the utility was to receive 

hundreds of millions of dollars but without any direct or indirect obligation to pay 

it back. The utility’s interests were already protected by the nature of the 

transaction. While the utility had a general interest in keeping overall customer 

rates low, they had another, more immediate and compelling interest in getting the 

money as quickly as possible without regard to cost. In this type of financing, it 

becomes imperative that the regulator stand with the issuer and oversee the costs 

of the transaction from the perspective of those who have the responsibility for 

bearing those costs, the ratepayers. 

14 Q. Why was a ‘‘lowesf cost” standard important? 

15 A. 

16 

17 versus others. 

It sets the appropriate benchmark. Every dollar is a dollar, and in this case, every 

dollar is a ratepayer dollar. There is no reason to pay more for some dollars 

18 Q. 

19 

How did the Texas Commission protect the public interest and assure itself 

that it met its legislative duty? 

20 A. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

We established a process of active and involved oversight throughout the 

transaction lifecycle. The Commission was a joint decision maker with the 

sponsoring utility in all matters relating to the structuring, marketing, and pricing 

of the bonds. We expected the utility to work on a collaborative basis with the 

Commission to ensure a successful transaction at the lowest cost to ratepayers. 

6 



1 The Commission also participated actively and was a joint decision maker with 

2 the utility in the process of pricing the bonds. In addition, we required a detailed 

3 issuance advice process and certifications of what was done during the 

4 transaction, the choices made and the efforts expended, explaining how these 

5 efforts led to the lowest cost to ratepayers. 

6 Q. 

7 

8 

Do you believe the utility securitization transactions which you oversaw as 

Chairman of the PUCT were successful in maximizing benefits to Texas 

rat ep a yers ? 

9 A. Yes. 

10 Q. What is the basis for your belief? 

11 A. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

The Texas financing orders required the utility to file a detailed set of analyses 

and representations called an “issuance advice letter” upon the pricing of the 

bonds documenting the benefits of the transaction to ratepayers. The Commission 

also established a detailed procedure of active due diligence on the part of its staff 

and expert advisors. These staff and expert advisors were assigned to present to 

the Commission their review of the issuance advice letter once filed, as well as 

their assessment of whether the structuring, marketing, and pricing of the bonds 

achieved the lowest costs to ratepayers consistent with market conditions and the 

terms of the applicable financing order. For each transaction, the Commission 

noticed a hearing within two business days after pricing for the purpose of issuing 

a stop order if the Commission was not convinced that the lowest cost objective in 

fact had been achieved. Throughout the period leading up to pricing and 

continuing for two business days after pricing, the Commission reviewed this 

information with staff and decided whether to issue a stop order. The due 

7 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

diligence review was both in real time and after-the-fact, so that the 

Commission’s hands would not be tied as a practical matter, The Commission 

also reviewed specific lowest cost certifications as to the structure, marketing, and 

pricing of the bonds from the utility, as well as from the underwriters and from 

independent experts without any potential conflicts of interest. The factors we 

considered included comparing the pricing relative to an independent benchark 

versus other similar securities historically and at the time of pricing, the amount 

of orders received and from whom, and a number of other factors that staff and 

our advisors considered in their expert and independent judgment to be necessary. 

I have attached the most recent issuance advice letter used in Texas which is 

similar to the letters used during my tenure with the PUCT. See EXH RK-1. I 

also have attached a supplemental certificate from the utility in that most recent 

Texas transaction. See EXH RK-2. 

14 Q. Did the PUCT use outside advisors in connection with those utility 

15 securitization transactions? 

16 A. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Yes. The Commission realized it did not have the expertise on staff for ths 

assignment, so we brought in an expert financial ad.visor without any potential for 

conflicts of interest. As part of this engagement, the Commission also had the 

benefit of outside legal counsel. We acted by and through these advisors to 

ensure that the ratepayers’ interests were protected. 

21 Q. 

22 

Did the Commission and the PUCT’s financial advisor play an active role in 

structuring, marketing, and pricing the securitized bonds? 

23 A. Yes. 

24 Q. Did the Commission require a certification from the financial advisor? 

8 



1 A. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 . 

7 

8 

9 

Yes. In the open meeting on February 25,2000, the PUCT discussed the need for 

an independent financial advisor to provide a fully accountable opinion as to the 

lowest cost of funds as one item the Commission would examine in deciding 

whether or not to approve the transaction immediately after pricing. The 

Commission understood that the work required to give that opinion was 

substantial and could add to  the cost of the transaction. E3swever, the 

Commission believed the benefits would exceed the costs and that the 

certification, like an insurance policy, would provide protection that our 

legislative mandate would be met. 

10 Q. 

11 

Are you aware that the Florida statute authorizing securitization of storm- 

recovery costs does not have an expressly stated lowest-cost requirement? 

12 A. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Yes. But the Florida statute specifically authorizes the Commission to specify the 

degree of flexibility afforded to utilities in establishing the terms and conditions 

of stonn-recovery bonds and to add whatever conditions it considers appropriate. 

It also authorizes the Commission to employ an advisor and counsel to assist in 

the performance of its responsibilities. 

17 Q. 

18 

19 

Given your experiences in Texas, would you recommend to the Florida 

Commission the “lowest cost” standard for guiding the financial advisor and 

FPL to minimize the burden on ratepayers resulting from this transaction? 

20 A. Yes. 

21 Q. 

22 

23 

Given your experiences in Texas, would you recommend that the Florida 

Commission require its financial advisor to play an active role in connection 

with the structuring, marketing, and pricing of storm-recovery bonds? 

9 



1 A. Yes. 

2 Q. In your opinion, what other items should the Florida Commission consider in 

3 deciding to approve this irrevocable financing order? 

4 A. The Florida Commission should also consider how the pricing process will be 

. 5  pursued to maintain the public’s trust in the integrity of the- process itself. 

6 Ratepayers need to be assured that this is not a ‘‘fiends and family” plan for the 

7 utility. How the bonds are sold through underwriters is important. Millions of 

8 dollars are at stake in the structuring, marketing and pricing of the bonds. So, I 

9 believe there should be transparency and accountability in the issuance process. 

10 As President Reagan once said, “Trust but verify.” 

11 Q. Does that conclude your testimony? 

12 A. Yes. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

27 

18 

19 

20 

10 



Docket No. 060038-E1 
Issuance Advice Letter 

Exhibit RK-I, Page 1 of 50 

Exhibit 1. Issuance Advice Letter from Centerpoint Energy 

Series A Transaction 

The attached document is the issuance advice letter from the 2005 Centerpoint Energy Series 

A transition bond transaction. 
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Page 1 of22 

12th.day, December, 2085 

. .  . ADVICE 

THE PUBLK. UTIILITY COMMISSION OF TEXAS 

SUBJECT ISSUANCE ADVICE LETTER%OR TRANSITION BOMDS 

Ppursuant to the Financing Order adopted in Application of Centerpoint Energy Houston Electric, 
LLC for a Financing Order, Docket No. 30485 (the “Financing Order”), CENTERPOMT 
ENEIRGY.€€OUSTON ELECTRIC, LLC, (“Applicant”) hereby subxiits, no later than twenty- 
four hours after the pricing date of this see& of Transition Bonds, the informatioxl. referenced 
below. This Issuance Advice Letter i s  for the CenterPokit Energy Transition Bond Company II, 
LLC Transition Bonds series A, tranches A-I , A-2, A-3, A 4  and A-5. Any capitalized terms not 

. 

. defined in this letter shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the Financing Order. 

. . PURPOSE 

This filing establishes the following: 

(a) 

(c) 
(d) 
(e) 

OUfiIF’ED COSTS BEING $ECURZTIZED 

the total amount of Qualified Costs being securitized; 
. @> codkmation of compliance with issuance standards; 

the actual texms and structure of the Transition Bonds being issued; 
the initial Transition Charge for retail users; and 
the identification of the SPE. 

The total amount of Qualified Costs being securitized (the “Securitized Qualified Costs”) is 
presented in Attachment 1. 

2 



COMPLIANCE WITH ISSUANCE STANDARDS 

Docket No. 060038-El 
Issuance Advice Letter 

Exhibit RK- 1, Page 4' of 50 

Page 2 of 22. 

- "he Financing Order requires Applicant to confirm, using the methodology approved therein, 
. . that the actual terms of the Transition Bonds result in compliance with the standards set forth in 

the Financing Order. These standards are; 

1. 
! 

The securitization of Qualified Costs will provide tangibie and quantifiable benefits to 
ratepayers, greater than would be .achieved absent the issuance of Transition Bonds (See 
Attachment 2); 

. 2. 

3. 

- 4. 

5. 

6. 

The amount securitized will not exceed the present value ,of the conventional financing 
revenue requirement Over the life of the proposed Transition Bonds associated with the 
Securitized Qualised Costs when the present value calculation is made using ti discount 
rate equal to the proposed interest rate on the Transition Bonds (See Attachment 2); 

The total su110mt of revenues to be collected under the Financing Order i s  less -than the 
revenue requirement that would be recovered using conventional fmancing methods (See 
Attachment 2); 

* 

The Transition Bonds will be issued in one or more series comprised of one or more 
tranches 'haeng target final maturities of 13.6 years and legal final maturities not 
exceeding 15 years fkom the date of issuance of such series (See Attachnerd 3); . 

The Transition Bonds wiil bejssued with an. original issue discount on several of the 
tranches to promotes marketability while providing yields that match market conditions; 
the ~ i ighml  issue discount will be fully reflected in the interest rates used to calculate 
ratepayer benefits; and 

The structuring and pricing of the Transition Bonds is certified by the Applicant to result 
in the lowest transition bond charges consistent with market conditions and the te+ 
(including the amortization structure ordered by the C o d s s i o n ,  if m y )  set out in the 
Financing Order (See Attachment 4). 

3 
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Page 3 of 22 

ACTUAL TERMS OF ISSUANCE 

Transition Bond 'Series: Series A 
Transition Bond Issuer: Centerpoint Energy Transition Bond Company XI, LLC 
Trustee: Whington Trust Company 
Closing Date: December 16,2004 
Bond Ratings: S&P AAA, Fitch AAA, Moody's Aaa 
Amount Issued: $135 1 ,UOO,UOO 
Transition Bond Issuance Costs: See Attachment 1, Schedule B. 
Transition Bond Support and Servicing: See Attachment 2, Schedule B. 

. 

. .  

4 
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l[NITI[AL TIRANSITION CHARGE 

Page 4 of 22 

Table I below shows the current assumptions for each of the variables used in th'e calcul3tion of 
the .initial Transition Charges. 

, 

Allocation of the PBR among customer classes: See Attachment 3. 

Aggregate in kwh equivalence; see Attachment 3, column 7, for billing determinants by rate class. 
Cash paid to service debt within the applicable period - not an accrued amount. 
Assumed collection curve for the residential rate ciass of 83.33% in the first month following billing; 14.79% in 

the second manth following billing; and 1.88% charged-aff- For all other rate classes, assumed collection curve of 
83.33% in the fmt month folIowing billing; 16.28% h the second month following billing; and 0.39% charged-off. 

5 
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Page 5 of 22 

Based on the foregoing, the initial Transition Charges calculated for retail users are as follows: 

TABLE X I  1 

IDENTIF’ICATION OF SPE 

The owner of the ’Tramition Property (the “SPE”) will be: Centerpoint Energy 
Transition Bond Company 11, LLC. 

EF’FECTMX DATE 

In accordance with the Financing Order, the Transition Charge shalI be automatically effective 
upon the Applicant’s receipt of payment in the amount of $1,837,990,612 from Centerpoint 
Energy Transition Bond Company 11, LLC, following Applicant’s execution and delivery to 
Centerpoint Energy Transition Bond Company II, LLC of the Bill of Sale transferring 
Applicant’s rights and interests under the Financing Order relating to this series of Transition 
Bonds and other rights and interests that wilI.become Transition Property upon transfer to 
Centerpoint Energy Transition Bond Company KI, LLC as described in the Financing Order. 

‘ Due to dynamic factors, the transition charge, including the residential charge, will change sIigMly fiom period to 
period, even in cases of no variation h m  the current forecast. 

6 
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Page 6 of 22 

NOTICE 

Copies ofthis ~g are being furnished to the parties un the attached semice 1isL Notice to the 
pubIic is hereby given by filing and keeping this filing open for public inspection at Applicant's 
corporate headquarters. 

AUTHORIZED OFFICER 

. The undersigned is an o€ficer of Applicant and authorized to deliver this- Ismaace A c k e  Letter 
* on behalf of *Applicant. . 

Respectfully submitted, 

CENTERPOINT ENERGY HOUSTON ELECTRIC, LLC 

Name: H.W. Roe& 
Title: Division Vice President Regulatory Relations . 

. 'CenterPoiqt Energy, Inc 

. .  

7 
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ATTACHMENT 1 
SCHEDULE A 

CALCULATION OF SECURITIZED O U A L m D  COSTS’ 

Amount permitted to be securitized by PreIiminaxy Order: 

EMCs through 12/15/05 

Interest through 12/15/05 

Up-fimt Qualified Costs 

Less: Amount recovered through CTCs, if any 

Less: Amount Allocated to Texas - New Mexico Power 

TOTAL SECURITIZED QUALWED COSTS 

Page 7 of 22 

$1;493,747,264 

139,49 1,s z 
208,109,922 

13,009,388 

3,358,166 

$1,851,000,000 

Refer to the attached workpapers. 

8 
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- -  
Underwriters' Fees I $  7,344,530 
SEC Registration Fee $ 177,923 
Rating Agency F e e  $ 787,5Q0 

Accountant's/Auditor's Fees $ 150,OQO 
Zodssion's Financial Advisor Fees $ 950,000 

Legal Fees and Expenses for Underwriters' Counsel $ 2,000,000 

Page 8 .of 22 

Company's Advisor's Fee $ 478,3 12 
Securitization Proceedings Expenses $ 137,097- 
Miscelhneous $ 177,089 

Subtotal, Capped Portion of Costs $ l2,653,8 04 
Uncapped Portion of Costs 

SEC Registration Fee $ 40,646 

Subtotal, Uncapped Portion o f  Costs $ 355,5584 
TOTAL UP-FRONT QUALIFJXD COSTS I$ - 13,Q09,388 

Original Issue Discount $ * 3 14,939 

ATTACRRENT 1 
SCREDUL'E B 

ESTIMATED UP-FRONT QUALIFIED COSTS 

I Capped Portion of Costs I 

Benicer Set-up Costs I$ 315,200 I 
printing and Filing Costs. I s  113,653 I 

Note: Costs are subject to the caps set forth in the Financing Order. Any 
difference between the Estimated Up-front Qualified Costs securitized and 
the actual up-front costs incurred will be resolved through the true-up 
process described in the Financing Order. 

9 
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1 

ATI'ACHMENT 2 
SCWEDULE A 

TRANSITION BOND REVENUE REOUIREMENT INFOFtMATXON 

Page 9 of22 

I 

. .  

10 
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Page 10 of 22 

ATI'GCHMENT 2 
SCHEDULE A 

l'"SITXON BOND REVENUE REOUIREMENT ZNFORMATIOlV 

k- Payment 

8/1/2006 
2/1/2007 
8/1/2007 

2/1/2009 

2/1/2010 
8/1/2010 
2/1/2011 
8/1/20 1 1 
2/1/20 12 E 8/1 no 12 

t 

. .  
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ATTACHMENT 2 
SCHIEDUILE A, 

Page 11 of 22 

Payment 
Date 

Principal 
Balance 

Interest Principal Total Payment 

urlzoll 252,000,000.00( 6,413,400.00' 6,4l3ftOoOO 
3/1/2201 1 252,000,000.00 6,4 13,400.0C 6,4I3,4OO.OO 

8/1/2012 . 213,12 I ,3 45.05 6,413,400.0C 3 8,87 8,604.95 45,292,#4.95 
. u1nor3 -136,291216.12 5,423,939.X . 76,830,178.93 82,254,118.43, 

2/1/2012 252,000,000.00 6,4 13,400.0C ~,413,4oo.oc 

XIlR013 76,210,863.70 3,468,611.45 60,080,352.42 63,548,963.8 

I , '  I . .  

21/20 14 1,939,566.48 

I 2  

76,210,863.70 7S;150,430.1 
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Page 12 of 22 

ATTACHMENT2 

TRANSITION BOND R E " U E  MOUIREMENT FNF0R"MON 
SCHEDULE A . 

. .  

13 
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2/1/2018 
8/1/20 18 
2/1/2019 
8/1/2019 

Page 13 .of 22 

296,l I 1,799.76 10,655,015.20 I 105,812,576.1~ 1 16,467,59 1.33 
207,644,274.35 7,849,923.8 1 8 8,467,525.44 96,3 17,44923 
94,860,409.05 5,504,649.7 1 112,783,86524 118,288,514.96 

2,5 14,749.45 94,860,409.09( 97,375,158.54 

ATTACHMENT 2 
SCHFDULE A 

TRANSITION BOND REVENUE REOUIREMENT INFORMATION 

r 

14 
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. . 

Page 14 of 22 

mALAMom 
Servicing Fee (0.05% of Transition Bonds principal $. 925,500 
amount) 
Administration Fees and Expenses . $ 100,000 
Trustee.Fees and Expenses $ 4,500 
Legal and Accounting Costs $ 125,000 

ATTACHlMENT 2 
SCHEDULEB 

OBGOING OUALIl[r'IED COSTS _ _  

. Ongoing costs of credit -cement (other than.% 
Collection Account) 
Ongoing Costs of Swaps 2nd Hedges $ m 

@dependent Managers' Fees . $ 3,500 

Note: Costs are subject to the caps set forth in the Financing Order. T h e  amounts shown 
for each category of operating expense on this attachment are the expected expenses for the 
first year of the tramition bonds. Transition charges will be adjusted at least annualiy to 
reflect any changes in Ongoing Qualified Costs through the true-up process. described in 
the Financing Order. 

Rating Agency Fees ' $  50,000 

Miscellaneous $ 50,000 
TOTAL ONGOING QUALIFIED COSTS $ 1,278,500 

Printing and Filing Fees $ .  20,000 
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Payment 

ATTACEXMENT 2 
SCHEDULE C 

UWRCOLLATELZATION ACCOUNT FUNDING REOIXREMENT 

Scheduled I 

I 

t 
-.  . 

I I I -- 

The overcqllatemlkation account will not be fimded. 
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Tofal Nominal 

Year ~ayments' Ongoing Costs' Requirement' 
Transition Bond Transition Charge 

1 $  77,654,645 $ 799,063 $ 78,453,708 
2 $  179,262,144 I $ 1,278,500 $ 180,540,644 

. 3  $ . 181,815,015 $ 1,278,500 $ 183,093,515 
4 $  185,235,708 !§ 1,278,500 $ 186,514,208 
5 $  188,408,583 $ 1,278,500 $ 189,687,083 
6 $  191,283,942 $ 1,278,500 $ 192,562,442 
-J s 194,180,682 $ 1,278,500 $ 195,45541 82 
8 $  197,13 0,622 $ 1,278,500 $ 198,409,122 
9 $  200,13 0,970 $ 1,278,500 $ 20 1,409,470 
10 $ 203,172,131 $ 1,278,500 $ 204,450,631 
11 $ 206,296,044 $ 1,278,500 $ ' 207,574,544 
12 $ 2 0 9 , s i 2 , ~  $ 1,278,500 $ 210,791,194 
13 $ 212,785,041 $ 1,27S,500 $ 214,063,541 
14 $ 21 5,663,674 $ 1,278,500 $ 2 1 6,942,174 

Total $ 2,642,531,895 $ 17,419,563 $ 2,659,951.457 

Page 16 of 22 

Present Value of 
Tg-ansition 
Charges'" 

$ 75,893,496 
$ 168,062,134 
$ 161,618,140 . 

$ 156,126,233 
$ 150,576,178 
$ 144,956,039 
$ 139,529,744 
$ 134,312,884 
$ 129,295,076 
$ 124,461,837 
$ 119,830,279 
$ 115,395,988 
$ 11 1,128,792 
$ 106,803,792 
$ 1,837,990,612 

ATTACaMENT2_ 
s'CHEDULl3 D 

CALCULATION OF TItANSmON CHARGES 

From Attachment 2, Schedule A. 
' From Attachment 2, Schedule B. 
Sum of transition bond payments and ongoing costs. 
"The discount rate used is the weighted average effective annual interest rate of the h.anSitition bonds (5.4519%). 
The present value calculation takes into account the timing of the payment dates. 
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Nominal 
Resent 
Value 

Page 17 of 22 

7 

Conventional Financiag Securitization SaVings/(Cost) of 
Through Competition ~inancing'~ Securitization Financing 

Transition Charge 
(CTC)'2 

$ 3,623,804,198 $ 2,659,95 1,457 $ 963,8 52,741 

$ 2,s 19,466,O 1 8 $ 1,837,990,612 $ 68 1,475,407 

ATTACHME" 2 
SCHEDULEE . 

COMPLIANCE WITH SUIBCHAPTER G OF TIIF, UTILITIES CODE 

Tangible & Quantifiable Benefits and Revenue Requirements Tests:' 

'I Calculated m accordance with the methodology cited in the Financing Order. 
l2 CTC canying cost at 11.075% and CTC term of 14 years. The discount rate used is the weighted average 
effective annual bterest rate of the transition bonds (5.451  YO), 

From Attachment 2, Schedule D. 

18 
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(1) . 

TC2 Class , 

Residential . 

MGS 

LGS 
LOS-A. 
LOS-B 
Nan-Metcred Lighting 
Siandby Electric SYC. - . 
Distribution 

Interruptible Svc. 
Supplemental -Dk - 

Interruptible Svc. - 30 
Minute Notice 
b w p t i b l e  SYC. - 10 
Minute Notice 

PBRAF 
40.0412% 

29.0309% 

16.1206% 

4.7917% ' 

27598% 

0.6600% 

0.0323% 

0.1578% 

1.0392% 

1.8814% 
' 

Exhibit =-I, Page 20 of 50 

Page 18 of22 

0.0365% 1 S 168,234,953 
I 

ATTACHMENT 3" 

MlTllAL ALLOCATION OF CosrS TO TCZ CtASSES 

158,790 0387l06 Stkw S 61,468 

0.1578% 

1.1241% 

22ooOOh 

02486% 

0.0743% 

03541% 
OJr75% 
2.7266% 

I I I I I I 

125,Od 2.122377 YkW S 148,234,953 $ 265,475 . 

S 168,234,953 S 1,891,132 2,491,881 0.758917 $/kW 

S l68,234,953 $ 3,701,175 8,120,882 0.455760 

$ 168,234,953 5 418.249 481,573 0,868506 Sk'A 

$ 168,234,953 $ 125,078 , 143,838 0 . t "  WA 

$ 168,234,953 $ 427,415 1,134,265 0376821 .WkW 

3,158,259 0.121198$/kW $ 168,234,953 S 382,773 
$ 168,234,953 $ 4,587,094 3,831,535 1.1W195 WW- 

Intcrmptiblt SVC. - 
lnstantancous 
Interruptible Svc. 
S~pplhnmtal- TMS.' 

Transmissioa 
'Standby lntcrmptiile Svc. 
Special Contract Pricing 

Sbndby El-k SVC. - . 

02454% 

0.0672% 

0.23 83% 
02076% 
2.7266% 

Column (4) was added to the fonn of Attachment 3 contained in the Financing Order to accommodate the 14 

Allocation Settjement Agreement reached in Docket No. 30485. 

I 9  
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Date: December 12,2005 

Page 19 of22 

Public Utility Commission of Texas 
1701 N. Congress Aye, 
P.O. Box 13362 
 ust tin, TX 7871.1-3326 

Saber Partners, LLC 
44 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Re: Application of CenterPoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC for a Financing Urder, Docket 
No. 30485 

CENTERPOI" ENERGY HOUSTON ELECTRIC, LLC (the "Applicrmt") submits this 
. .  Certification pursuant to Ordering Paragraph No. 4 of the Financing Order in Application of 
CenterPoint Energy Howion EZectric, LLC f i r  a Financing Order, Docket No. 30485 (the 
"Financing Order"), All capitalized terms .not defined in this letter shall have the m e d g s  
ascribed to them in the Fimahcing Order. 

In its issuance advice letter dated December 12,2005, the Applicant has set forth the following 
particulars of the Transition Bonds: 

Name o f  Transition Bonds: CenterFoint Senior Secured Transition Bonds, Series A 
SPE: CenterPoint Energy Transition Bond Company 11, LLC 
Closing Date: December 16,2005 
Amount Issued: $1 $5 1,000,000 
Expected Amortization Schedule: 
Advice Letter 
Distributions to Investors'(qWer1y or* semi-annually): Semi-mudly 
Weighted Average Coupon Rat$': 5.l664% 
Weighted Average Annual Interest Ratel6: 5.233 1% 
Weighted Average Yield": 5.45 19% 

See Attachment 2, Schedule A to the Issuance 

I5 Semi-annual coupon rates weighted by the principaI amount and modified duration of each class. 
'6Amu&z.ed weighted ayerage coupon rate, giving. effect $0 compounding. 
" The internal rate o f  return &bg effect to Compoundhg cakuhtd including dl uphnt and ongoing costs. , .  . .  

20 
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0 

The following actions were taken in connection with the design, marketing, structuring 
and pricing of the bonds: 

Included credit enhancement in the form of the true-up mechanism and an e q ~ t y  
conbibution of 0.50% of the original principal mount. 

Eliminated the overcollaterdimtion account. 

Registered the transition bonds with the Securities and Exchange Commission to facilitate 
greater liquidity. 

Achieved AaaIAAAIAAA ratings fi” each of the three major rating agencies. 

Worked with the Commission’s €hanciai advisor to select underwriters that have relevant 
experience and execution dapability. 

Pxovided the termsheet and prelimbury prospectus by e-mail to prospective investors. 
. .  

Allowed sufficient time for investors to review &e termsheet and preliminary prospectus and 
to ask questions regarding the transaction. 

Held one-on-one and group conference calls with investors, along with meetings with 
potential investors in Asia and Europe to describe the Iegislative, political abd regulatory 
h e w o r k  and the bond structure. 

Arranged &suance of rating agency pre-sale reports during the marketing period. 

During the period that the bonds were mketegl, held daily market update discussions with 
the underwriting team to develop recommendations for pricing. 

Had multiple conversations 6th all of the members of the underwriting team during the 
marketing phase in which we stressed the requirements oftbe Financing Order. 

Developed and implemented a marketing plan designed to incent each of the underwriters to 
aggres’sively market the bonds to their customers and to reach out to a broad base of potential 
investors, including investors who have not previously purchased this type of security. 

Provided potentid investors with access to an internet roadshow for viewing on repeated 
occasions at investors’ convenience. Similar roadshow information was also presented in 
onc-on-one and group meetings with investors. 

Adapted the transition bond offering to market conditions and investor demand at the time of 
pricing. Variables impacting the final structure of the transaction were evduated including 
the relative benefit of a fixed versus floating  rat^ issue, length of average Iives and maturity 

21 
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of the bonds and inteest rate requirements at the time of pricing so that the structure of the 
transaction would correspond to investor preferences and rating agency requirements for 
AAAxatings. , 

Worked with the Commission’s financial advisor to develop bond dhcations, underovriter 
compensation and prdiminary price guidance designed to achieve lowest interest rates, 

22 
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Based upon information reasonabIy available to the officers, agents, and employees of the 
Applicant, the Applicant hereby certifies that the structuing and pricing of the Transition Bonds, 
as described in the issuance advice letter, will mulf in the lowest transition bond charges 
consistent &th market conditions and .the tams of the Financing Order (including the 
amortization structure, if any, ordered by the Commission), all within the meaning . .  af 
Section 39.301 of PURA. 

CENTEWOINT ENERGY HOUSTON ELECTRIC, LLC 

" n e :  H. W, Roesler 
Title: Division Vice President Regulatory Relations . 

Centerpoint Energy, Inc 

23 
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6. Z .I Delivery System Charges 
Schedule TC2- Transition Charges 

Centerpoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC 
Applicable: Entire Service Area CJNP 828 

6.1.1.7.2- SCHEDULE TCZ TRANSmON CHARGES 

SECTION I: APPLICABILITY 

This schedde sets out the rates and terms and conditions under which Transition Charges will be 
.billed and colkcted by Centerpoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC (Company), any successor 
servicer(s) and any retail electric providers (REP) or collection agents billing or collecting 
Transitiun Chzirges on behaLf of Centerpoint Energy Tmition Bond Company I€, LLC (SPE). 
The Transition Charges were authorized by the Financing Order approved by the.Public Utility 
Commission of Texas (Commission) in Docket No. 30485 on March 16,2005 (Financing Order). 
Pursuant to terms of the Financing Order and the requirements of Section 39.301 et q. of the 

-. Texas Utilities Code, all of the Company’s rights under the Financing Order, including the right. 
to bill and collect Transition Charges and to adjust Transition Charges pursuant to this Schedde 
TC2, were transferred to the SPE in connection with the issuance of transition bonds. The rights 
.transferred.to the SPE are “transition property” of the SPE (as defined-in Section 39.304 of the 
Utilities Code). On the effective date af this Schedule TC2, the Company Will act as servicer on 
behalf ofthe SPE to bill, collect, receive and adjust Transition Charges &posed p m m t  to this 
Schedule TC2. However, the SPE may select another party to serve as servicer or the Company 
may resign as servicer in accordance with the terms and subject to the conditions of the Servicing 
Agreement and the Financing Order. A successor servicer selected under these conditions will 
assume the obligations of the Company as servicer under this Schedule TC2. As used in.tbis 
Schedule TC2, the term “Servicer” includes any successor servicer. All actions by the Company 
under this Schedule TC2, including collection of Transition Charges, will be undertaken solely in 
its role as servicer under the Servicing Agreement between the Company and the SPE dated as of 
.December 16,2005. 

This schedule is applicable to: 

1. Retail customers located within the certificated service area of Reliant Energy 
wL&P (€IL&P) as such service area existed on May I ,  1999 who receive e l h c  
transmission and/or distribution service through.a REP served by the Company 
and to the Eicilities, premises and loads of such retail customers; 

. 2. Retail customers located within HL&P’s certificated service area as it existed on 
May 1, 1999 who are presently receiving transmission and/or distribution service 
either directly from another utility, electric cooperative or municipally owned 
utility or D Provider) or through a REP served by another T or D Provider, and 
whose request to change service to the other T or D Provider was made after May 
1,1999; 

Revision Number: Original Effective: 1 2 1  6/05 
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CNP 828 

3. Retail customers located within HL&P’s certificated service mea as it existed on 
May 1, 1’999 and who m served by New On-Site Generation. New On-Site 
Generation means ‘New On-Site Generation” as defined in Section 25.345(~)(1) 
of the Commission’s Substantive Rules. 

REPS that serve retail customers located within €€L&P’s certScated sewice area 
as it existed on May I,  1999. 

4. 

5. 
. 

Any other entity which, under the terms of the Financing Order or the Utilitiks 
Code, may be .obligated to pay, bill, collect, or adjust the Transition Charges. 

6. This schedule is applicable to public retail customers located within HL&P’s 
certificated service area as it existed on May I ,  1999 who purchase power.from 
the General Land Office as provided for in the Utilities Code, Section 35,102. 

. SECTION 2: CHARACTER OF TRANSITION CHARGES 

Transition Charges are non-bypassable charges, All Transition Charges other than those 
applicable to New On-Site Generation are computed and paid on the basis of individual end-use 
retd customer consumption or demand. In accordance with Utilities Code Section 39.252@) 
and Section 25.345(i)(3) of the Commission’s Substantive Rules, the Transition Charges 
applicable to use of New On-Site Generation that results in a “material reduction” of the 
customer’s use of energy delivered through the Company’s trammission and distribution facilities 
(as deked in Section 25.345(9(4) of the Commission’s Substantive Rules) are computed and 
paid based on the output of the on-site generation used tu meet the internal electric requirements 
of the customer. Customers with New &-Site Generation d l  also be required to pay the 
Transition Charges applicable to energy actually delivered to the Customer tJxough the 
Company’s facilities. Individual end-use retail customers are responsible for paying Transition 
Charges billed to them in accordance with the terms of this Schedule TC2 whether the charges 
are billed directly by SeTvicer or are included in the bills submitted to the customer by a REP or 
another entity. Payment is to be made to the entity that bills the customer in accordance with the 
terms of the Servicing Agreement. and &e Financing Order. The billing entity may be the 
Company, a successor servicer, a REP or an entity designated to collect Transition Charges in 
place of the REP. 

The Transition Charges are separate charges to be paid in addition to any other ,applicable 
charges for services received. Although the Transition Charges are separate charges, they may 
be included within other charges of fhe billing entity. 

The REP or entity designated to collect Transition Charges in place of the REP will pay 
Transition Charges (less an allowance for charge-offs calculated pursuant to this Schedule TC2) 

Revision Number: Original Effective: 1 3 1  6/05 
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to Servicer in accordance with the requirements of the Financing Order and th is  Schedule TC2 
whether ornqt it has collected the Transition Charges flom its customers. To the extent fhat the 
REP’S ;rCtuaI charge-offs differ fiom the charge-off allowance, adjustments will be made 
pwrsuant to.this Schedule TC2. The REP will have no right to reimbursement other than as 
expressly set out in this ScheduIe TC2. 

Servicer will remit collections to the SPE in accordance with the terms of the Servicing 
Agreement. 

I _  

* 

SECTION3: TERM 

This Schedule TC2 is effective beginning on the date the transition bonds are issued Schedule 
TC2 will remain in effect as provided in the Financing Order until. the Transition Charges 
collected and remitted to the SPE are sufficient to satisfy all obligations of the SPE to pay 
principal and interest on the tpnsition bonds (as due over the 14 year tem of the transition 
bonds) and to pay all other qualified costs as provided in the Financing Order. However, in no 
event will the Transition Charges be billed for scrvice provided after 15 years fiom issuance of 
the transition bonds, or sooner if the transition bonds are paid in fill1 at an earlier date. This 
Schedule TC2 is irrevocable. 

SECTION 4: TRANSmION CHARGE CLASSES 

Transition Charges are caIcuIated and applied by Transition Charge Class, There are 15 
Transition C h g e  Classes, nine of which are Capped Classes. Each Transition Charge Class is 
dehed in t e m  of the base rate tariff classes that existed on HL&P’s system on September 1, 

1 
! 1999 (“pre-restruchuing rate scheddes”). The Transition Charge Classes are defined as foliows: 

Residential Class: 
served under HKkP rate schedule RS or RTD on the day before the customer 
discontinued taking service from I3L&P under a pre-restructuring rate schedule, and (ii) 
each new customer that was not served by HL&P under any pre-restructuring rate 
schedule, but is the type of custom& which, if it had been served by HL&P under pre- 
restructuring rate schedules would have qualified for service under HL&P’s rate 
schedules RS or RTD. 

MGS Class: The MGS Class is made up of (i) every customer that was served under 
wL&P rate schedule MGS on the day before the customer discontinued taking service 
fiom HL&P on a pre-restructuring rate schedule, and (ii) each new customer that was not 
served by HL&P under any pre-restructuring rate schedule, but is the type of customer 
which, if it had been served by HL&P under a pre-restmcbing rate schedule woidd have 
qualified for service under KL&P’s rate schedule MGS and whose demand is estimated 
by the Company to be less than 400 kVa. This class includes customers served under 
Rider GLTC. Customers seryed under rate schedules EIS, HVP and CSB are included in 

The Residential Class is made up of (i) every customer that was I 

Revision Number: Original Effkctive: 1 2 1  6/05 
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Schedule TC2- Transition Charges 

Centerpoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC 
Applicable: Entire Service Area 
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CNP 828 

. the MGS class if the customer’s cmtract.for service fkom HL&P provided that the MGS 
rate was the basis €or pricing, 

LGS Class: The LGS C k s  is made up of (i) eveq customerjthat was served under 
. €E&€’ rate schedule LGS on the day before the customer discontinued taking service 

from HL&P on a pre-restructuring rate.schedule, and (i) each new customer that was not 
s e h e d  by HL&P under any pre-restructuring rate schedule, but is the type of customer 
which, if it had been served by HL,&P under a pre-restructuring rate schedule would have 
qualified for service under HL&P’s rate schedules LGS and whose demand as estimated 
by the Company, if served at less than 60,000 volts, is 400 kVa or greater; or if served at 
60,000 volts or greater, is at least 400 kVa but less than 2,000 kVa This class includes 
customers served under Rider SEI. Customers served under rate schedules EIS, HVP and 
CSB are included in the LGS class if the customer’s contract for senice fiom €€L&P 
provided that the LGS rate was the basis for pricing. 

LOS-A Class: The LOS-A Class is made up of (i) every customer that was served under 
HL&P rate schedule LOS-A on the day before the customer discontinued taking service 
from HL&P on a pre-resfmcturhg rate schedule, and (5) each new customer that was not 
served by U P  under any pre-rktructuring rate schedule, but is the type of customer 
which, if it had been served by HL&P under a pre-restructuring rate schedule would have 
qhdified for service mder HL&P’s rate schedule LOS-A and has a demand & estimated 
by the Company of 2,000 kVa or greater. Customers. served under rate schedules EIS and 

. HVP are included in the LOS-A class if the customer’s contract for seMce fiom HL&P 
pro~ded that the LOS-A rate was the basis for pricing. 

LOS-8 Class: The LOS-€5 Class is made up of every customer that was served &der 
HL&P rate schedule LOS-B on the day before the customer discontinued taking service 
fiom HL&P on a pre-restructuring rate schedule. Customers that were not served by 
HL&P undex any pre-restructuring rate schedule may not be included in this class. 

Non-Metered Lighting Class: The Non-Metered Lighting Class is made up of (i) ‘every 
customer that was served under HL&P rate schedules SPL, M U  or MTA on the day 
before the customer discontinued taking service from HL&P on a pre-restructuring rate 
schedde, and (ii) each new customer which was nut served by HL&P under any pre- 
restructuring rate schedule, but is taking outdoor lighting services which are provided on 
an metered basis using li&ting fixtures controlled by photo-electric devices which 
would have qualified for service under HL&P’s pre-restructuring rate schedules SPL, 
MLS and MTA. 

In addition to the six Transition Charge Classes described above, there will be nine additional 
Transition Charge Classes, each of which is a capped class (Tapped Classes”). Each of the 
Capped Classes wil l  be made up saldy -of customers that actually received service from HL&P 
during the 12-month period ended April 30, 1999 under the HL&P rate schedule related to the 

Revision Number: Original Effective: 1 2/16/05 
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6.1. Z Delivery System Charges 
Schedule TC2- Transition Charges 

SEX 

CenterPokt Energy Houston Electric, LLC 
Applicable: Ehtire Seryice Area 

Interruptible Service - 30 minute notice 
Intemptible Service - 10 minute notice 
Interruptible Service - Instantaneous 
Intemptibla Service Supplemental - Transmission 
Standby Electric Service - Transmission 
Standby Interruptible Service 
Specid Contract Pricing 

Sheet No. 6.7.2 
Page 5 of 29 

IS-30 
IS-IO 4% SrP 

xs-I 
ISS 
SES 
SBf 
SCP 

CNP 828 

class and any SIP customers iyith a contract effective date after April 30, 1999 and before 
Jmuary 1,2002. The qine Capped Classes, and the related rate schedule, are as follows: 

Each customer in one or more of the nine Capped Classes will be charged the Transition Charges 
for the applicable class only for service the customer actually receives during the billing period 
up to the Monthly Cap. The Monthly Cap for .each customer will be based on the amount of 
service the customer received under the related rate schedule during the 12-month period ended 
April 30, 1999 or for any SIP customer, the Monthly Cap d l  be based on the customer’s 
average monthly intemptible demand corresponding to the initid MFC under the customer)s 
SIP contract effective after April 30,1999 and before Jmuary 1,2002, and calculated as follows: 

(1) For customers which took stand done standby service (SBI and/or SES without 
other service), the Monthly Cap for SBf and SES will be the highest demand under the 
respective rate, during the 12-month period ended April 30, 199% If a customer began 
service under SES andor SIB1 after April 30,1999, fie Monthly Cap for such customer’s 
will be the highest demand under rate SES or SB12 as applicable, during the period fiom 
April 30, 1999 to January 1, 2002, if the customer provides &e Company adequate 
docuqxatation that (i) tbe additional load served was on-site load normally served’ by the 
custumer’s on-site generation and (ii) the customer’s on-site generation was out of 
service due to forced outage or maintenance. If the customer does not provide the 
required documentation, the additional load will be baed Using the Transition Charges 
applicable to the LGS Class for distribution voltage customers or LOS-A Class for 
bransmission voltage customers. 

. 

. 

(2) For customers which took SBI andor SES in combination with other services, the 
Transition Charge for additional load taken in excess of the Monthly Cap will be the 
Transition Charge for the LOS-A class restated and applied as a cents per KWh charge if 
the customer provides the Company adequate documentation that (i) the additional load 
was I a W y  served without we of the Company’s transTlzission and distribution fwilities 
and (ii) the customer’s on-site generation was out of service due to forced outage or 
maintenance. I f  the customer does not provide the required documentation, the additional 

Revision Number: Original Effective: 124 U05 
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load will be billed using the Transition Charges applicable to the LOS-A Class for . 

trabsmission voltage customers applied OR a kW basis. 

(3) For any SCP customer that dso received service under a non-Capped Class, the 
SCP rate will have a Monthly Cap based on the amount of service the customer received 
under the SCP rate schedule during the 12-month period ended April 30, 1999. The 
Monthly Cap will be the customer’s monthly maximum hourly kW under the SCP rate 
sclkdde d&g tbe peak hours as defined herein, summed fur the 12-month period ended 
April 30,1999 a d  divided by the number of months during which the customer actually 
consumed power under the SCP rate schedule. 

(4) For all other customers in Capped Classes, the Monthly Cap will be the 
customer’s monthly m a x i ”  hourly kW under the related rate schedule during the peak 
hours as defined herein, s m d  for the 12-month period ended April 30, 1999 or 
alternate period applicable to any SIP customer and divided by the number of months 
during which the customer actually consurned power unda the rate schedule. For 
monthly service in excess of the Monthly Cap(s), the charge associated with custoiner’s 
non-capped Transition Charge Class will apply. If the customer is served at distribution 
voltage and did not have service associated with one of the six nonapped Transition 
Charge Classes, the customer wiIl be required to pay the Transition Charges applicable to 
the LGS Class for dl monthly service in excess of its Monthly Cap, If the customer is 
served at trammission voltage and did not have service associated with one of the six 
nw-capped Transition Charge Classes, the customer will be required to pay the 
Transition Charges applicable to the LOS-A Class fur all monthly service in excess of its 
Monthly Cap 

The categories of service historically provided by HL8tp ceased to exist after electric business 
activities were unbundled pursuant to Section 39.051 of the UtiEties Code. Si&larly, since the 
advent of customer choice under Section 39.102 of the Utilities Code, retail customers nxeive 
service that may not only have different names, but may have different characteristics than the 
service historically provided by =&P. The classifications set out in the preceding paragraphs 
will be applied to determine the Transition Charge applicable to each customer without regard to 
the descriptions that may be used to describe the services currently provided fc! retail customers. 

* 

SECTION 5: PERIQDIC BILLING IUZQUIREMENT ALLOCA’MON WACTORS 

The initial Periodic Billing Requirement Allocation Factors (“PBRAF”) for each Transition 
Charge Class are set out below. These initial P B W s  will remain in effect throughout the life 
of the transition bonds unless a modification-of the factors is made pursuant to the docation 
factor adjustment provisions in Section 6 of this Schedule TC2: 

’ 
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CenterPoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC 
Applicable: Entire Service Area 

PERlODICBI~~~GG~UTREIME2VTA~LOC4lljrOM FACTUM 
T . S I i ? ? O N  CH;aRGE PBRAF . 

1 

CLASS 
Residential 40.04 1 2% 
MGS 29.0309% 
LGS 16.1206% 
LOS-A 4.79 17% 
LOS-B 2.7598% 
Non-Metered Lighting 0.6600% 
CAPPED CLASSES 
Standby Electric Service- 0.0323 % 
Distfibution 
Interruptible Service 0.1578% 
Supplemental- Distribution 
Interruptible Service -Thirty 1.0392% 
Minute Notice 
hkrruptibIe Service -Ten 1.8814% 
Minute Notice 
InterruptibIe Service - 0.2454% 
Instantaneous 
Interruptible Service 0.0672% 
Supplemental - Transmission 
Standby Electric Service - 0:2383% 
Transmission 1 I 

- 

CNP 828 

Special Contract Pricing 2.7266% 

f3ECTION 6: ALLOCATION FACTOR tuIJuSTmHTS 

The PBRAFs will be subject to adjustment using the procedures in t h i s  Section 6, Any 
. adjustment required under this Section 6 will be made effective on the date of an annual- Standard 
True-up Adjustment. Required adjustments will be made in the followingader: first, 
adjustments will be made under Part A, second, adjustments will be made under Part B; and 
third, adjustments will be made under Part C. 

For purposes of determining whether an allocation adjusment is required under Parts B and C of 
this Section 6 and adjusting P B W s  pursuant to those Parts, the Transition Charge Classes wilt: 
be combined into three groups (T.C Groups) as foUows: 

Effective: 12/16/05 Revision Number: Original 
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TC GROUP 

Residential 
Commercial 

Centerpoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC 
Applicable: Entire Service Area 

T W S I n O N  CHARGE RvITL4L GROUP 
CLASSES ALLOCATION 

PERCENTAGE 
Residential . 40.0412% 

MGS, LGS, ”-Metered 45.81 15% 
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Part A: Adjustments Due to Load Loss Qualifving under Utilities Code Section 39.262@) 

. The PBRAFs shall be adjusted consistent with the Utilities Code to reflect the loss of loads due 
to operations of facilities that are “Efigible Generation” as defined in PUC Subst. Rule 25.345 (c) 
(2) rEligibIe Generation”) except that this Part A shall not apply to, and the tenn “Eligl%le 
Generation” s h d  not include, load loss due to instahtion and operation of small power 
production facilities with a rated capacity of 10 megawatts or less. Any adjustments required 
under this Part A will be calculated as follows: 

. 

. 

Step 1 - The Company will determine the amount of service provided during the twelve 
months ended April 30, 1999 that .has been replaced by Eligible Generation (excluding . 
amounts reflected in either the Initial PBRAFs or a prior adjustment under this Part A> 
and sum the losses by Transition Charge Class. 

Step 2 - The Compmy Will recalculate the PBRAFs for all Transition Charge Classes 
using the sprkadsheet and data used to compute the initial PBRAFs but reducing the 

. demand allocation factors for each Transition Charge Class to reflect the cumdative 
losses for that class as cdcuIated under Step 1 (including losses for which PBRAF 
adjustments were made. in prior years). No other changes to the spreadsheet or data used 
to compute the initial PBRGFs wilI be made. Appendix A to this Schedule TC2 contains 
the spreadsheet and data used to compute the initial PBRAFs. 

Step 3 - An Adjusted Gmup Allocation Percentage, for each TC Group shall then be 
calculated as the s u m  of the Adjusted PBRAFs (computed under Step 2) for aI1 Transition 
Charge Classes within the TC Group. 

. Part B: Inter-Group Adjustments Due to Cumulative Load Loss Not Attributable to . 

Eligible Generation 

In connection with each mud Standard True-up Adjustment, the Company will compare the 
projected billing determinants being used to set Transition Charges for each Transition Charge 
Class during the ensuing year to the billing determinants in effect on the original effective date of 

Revision Number: Original Effective: 12/16/05 
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For each TC Group, if CTCUb / PBR& 
050 

For each TC Group, if CTCOLG/ PBR& 
0.50 

6.1. I Delivery System Charges 
Schedule TC2- Transition Charges 

Then, no P B W  adjustment will occur 
and any adjustment made in previous ye& 
under Part B shall be reversed 
Then., a PBRAF adjustment will be 
calculated pursuant to Steps 2 through 5. 

Centerpoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC 
Applicable: Entire Service Area 
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Schedule TC2 (adjusted to exclude any billing deterxnhants attributable to Eligible Generation if 
any adjustment was made under Part A after the original effective date) (such billing 
detet.minantts as adjusted are hereafter referred to as the “Base Baing Det“ts’l). The 
P B W s  of all Transition Charge Classes in dl TC Groups will be adjusted if one or more TC 
Gruups experience load loss (calculated excluding load loss attributable to Eligible Genqation 
for which adjustments have been made under Part A but including load loss attributable to d 
power production facilities of 10 megawatts or less) aggregating 50% or more on a cumulative 
basis when measured against the Base Billing Determinants. The acijustmmts under this Part B 
will be made using the following procedures: 

. .  Step 1;: . 

FBU, = foxecasted billing determinants for class c 

CC,= cumulative test charge for class c = (PBRAF,*PBRT)/ BED, 

PBRAx;,= the PBRAFs then in effect, or if an adj&ment has been made under 
Part A, de adjusted P B W s  from Part A 

PBRy total periodic billing requirement for upcoming perbd 

BBD,= Base BiUbg Determinants for class c 
PE&= periodic billing requirement for p u p  = Z P B W c *  PBRT for al l  dasses 
inG 

Step 2: 
For each TC Group in Step 1 where CTCOL&/ P B b <  0.50, a reduction amount (RED&) will be 
dcutated for group G where 

R E D p  0.5 ( P B b -  CTCOLG) 

. Revision Number: Original EfFective: 12/16/05 
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Step 5: 
For all  TC classes, the PBRAF adjustment for class c (PBRAFAJ will be calculated for use in 
cdculating adj,tments to the-Transition Charges under Section 8, Part A where 

Centerpoint Energy Houston EIectric, LLC 
Applicable: Entire Service Area W 828 

step 3: 

For aI1 TC Groups, a reaUocation amount for that group (RAG) shall be calculated where: 

Where: 
GAPG * (C REDG) for all Groups 

GAPG= Gruup Allocation Percentage = ;I: P B W G  for all classes in the group 

Step 4: 

For aU TC groups a Group Allocation Percentage Adjustment (GAP&) shall be calculated 
where: 

GAPAp (RAG-REDG) 1 PBRT' 
Where: 

X GAP& = 0 for all G 

Revision Number: Original mective: 121 6/05 
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If YTCOL / P S Q  1 0.90 

If YTCOLG/ P B h r  1 .OO 

rf YTCOL~ P B ~  0.90 

6.1 1 Delivery System Charges 
Schedule TC2- Transition Ch.arges 

'flnen, no P B W  adjustment will o m .  

Then, no PBRAF adjustment will occur 
arid any prior year adjustments made under 
C will be reversed pursuant to step 6. 
Then, a PBRAF adjustment wiU be 
calculated pursuant to Steps 2 through 5. 

Centerpoint Energy Houston Ekchic, LLC 
Applicable: Entire. Service Area 'CNP 828 

Part C: Inter-Group Adjustments Due to Year-Over-Year Load Loss Not Attributable to 
' Eligible Generation 

In connection with each annual Standard True-up Adjustment, the Company will compare the 
projected billing determinants being used to set Transition Charges for each Transition Charge 
Class during 'the ensuing year to the forecasted billing determinants used to develop the then 
currently effective Transition Charges for the class minus the Eligible Generation load loss for 
the class detamined'in Step 1 of Part A after the billing determinant for the currently effective. 
Transition Charges was determined (such adjusted amount is hereinafter referred to as the "Prior 
Year Baing Determinant"). The PBRAFs of d Transition Charge Classes in all TC Groups will 
be adjusted if (i) one or more TC Groups experience load loss (calculated excluding bad lass 
atpibutable to Eligible Generation for which adjustments have been made under Part A but 
including load loss attributable to small power production facilities of 10 megawatts-or less) of 
10% or greater on a year-over-year basis when compared to the Prior Year Billing,Dete"nts 
or (ii) any TC Group for which an adjustment was made under this Part C in one or Fore prior 
years experiences load growth resulting in projected billing determinants for the current year at a 
level which,' i€ they had existed in one or more of such prior year(s) would have resulted in no 
adjustment tu FB=s in such prior year(@. No reduction in PBRAFs will be made under'this 
Part C for any TC Group for which a reduction amount was computed under Step 5 of Part B. 
The adjustments under this Part C will be made using the foflowing procedures: 

Revision Number: Original . Effective: 12/16/05 
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Where: 
YTCOLG = year-to-year test collections for group G = 2: YC,* FBU, for all 
classes (c) in Group (G) 

' FEW, = forecasted billing determinants for class c 

Ye,= year-to-year test charge for class c = (PBRAFC*PBR~)/ FEWc-' 

PBRAFo= the PBRAFs then in effect, or if an adjustment has been made under 
Part A, the adjusted P B W s  fkom Part A 

PBRy .total periodic billing requiremu" for upcuming p&-od 

FBUc*=pfior year's forecasted billing determinants for class c 
P B W  periodic billing requirement for group = 'r: PBRAFc* PBRr 
.cl.asses in the group 

for dl 

Step 2: 
For each TC Group in Step 1 where YTCOI&/ PB& < 0.90, a year to' year reduction amount 
(YREDG) shall be calculated where 

step 3:  

For a l l  TC Groups, a year to year reallocation mount (YRAG) shall be calculated where: 

Where: 

GAPG= Group Allocation Percentage = Z P B M G  for all classes in the group 

Step 4: 

For all  TC groups a year to year group allocation percentage adjustment 
calculated where: 

shall be 

Where 

Revision Number: Originaf EAt'ective: 12/16/05 
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For all TC classes, a year to year P B W  adjustment (YPBRAFA) shall be calculated for use in 
calculating adjustments to. the Transition Charges under Section 8, Part A where: 

I YP€3RAFAc= YGAP&*(PBRAFJGAPG) 

Step 6; 

if{Z CyC,*FBU,))/(C.Cycc*FB~~-')}~ .90 (for all classes in group G) then the adjustment made 
in year t shall be discontinued. 

if@ CyC,*FBUc))/(z (YCC*F'€3U$')} < .90 (for dl classes in group G) then the adjustment 
made in year t car ies forward. 

Where FBUk' is the forecasted billing determinants from the year prior to the year an 
adjustment was made adjusted to reflect any adjustments made under part A between year t-l 
and the current year. 

Revision Number: Original . FBective: 12/16/05 
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Part D: Adjustments to Base Class Allocations 

The methodology used to allocate qualified costs and determine Transition Charges shall not be 
changed except in the limited circumstance described in this paragraph. If, but ody X, the total 
retail stranded costs (determined pursuant to Section 39.253 ofthe Utilities Code) on a statewide 
basis exceed.$5 billion, then the qualifiedkosts attributable to the Company’s share of the 
statewide stranded costs in excess of $5 billion shall be reallocated using the allocation 
methodology prescribed in Section 39.253(fj ofthe Utilities Code. The Company’s share ofthe 
statewide stranded costs in excess of $5 billion shall be determided by multiplying (i) the 
percentage obtained by .dividing the Company’s total stranded costs (determined pursuant to 
Section 39.253@) by the total statewide stranded costs (determined purmant to Section 
39.253(f)) by (ii) the mount by which the total statewide stranded costs (determined pursuant to 
Section 39.253(f)) exceed $5 billion. The qualified costs attributable to the Company’s-share of 
the statewide stranded costs shall then be determined by multiplying (i) the C.ompany’s share of 
the statewide stranded costs by (ii) the percentage dbtained by dividing (a) the Company’s 
stranded costs (determined pursuant to Section 39.253(f)) which were securitized pursuant to the 
Financing Order dated March 16,2Q05 in Docket No. 30485 by (b] the Company’s total stranded 
costs (determined pursuant to Section 39.253(f)). The Company shall file the adjustments 
required herein, within 45 days after the Commission issues any order determining a utility’s 
stranded costs or regulatory assets that causes the total statewide stranded costs (determined 
pursuant to Section 39.253(f)) to exceed $5 billion or changes the amomt by which the total 
statewide stranded costs (determined pursuant to Section 39.253(f)) exceed $5 billion. Any 
changes in Transition Charges resulting from a change in the initial or adjusted PBRAFs under 
this Part D shall be made prospectively from the date of the Commission’s order approving 
adjusted PBRAFs under this Part D. No change in an initial or adjusted.PBh4.F shall cause the 
s u m  of all P B W s  to be more than or less than 100% or change the total Periodic Billing 
Requirement for any period. Transition Charges for services rendered prior to such eEitive 
date will not be changed. Future changes to the P B W s  underlying the recomputed Transition 
Charges, if necessary under Parts A - D of this Section 6 will be computed pursuant to this 
Section 6 using the initial and adjusted PRBA,Fs as determined by the Commission pursuant to 
th is  Part D. 

Revision Number: Original Effective: 1 2/ 16/05 
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TXANSITTON CHARGES 
T W S I T I O N C U G E  FER UNIT B L U m G  

CLASS GIIARGE UNIT 

Residential $0.002899 Per kWh 
MGS $0.385581 Per kW 

$0 - 002 64 8 Per kwh 
LGS $1 .a48704 Per kVa 

$I .7S0475 Per kW 
LOS-A $0.88 1795 Per kW 

LQS-B $1.248428 Per kW 
. Non-Metered Lighting $0.004246 Per kWh 
CAPPED CLASSES: 

Distribution 
Intemrptibk Service $2.2 22377 Per kW 
Supplemental- Distribution 
Interruptible Service -Thirty $0.758917 Per kW 
Minute Notice 

Minute Nutice 
Interruptible Service - $0.868506 Per k W  
Instm.eous 
Interruptible Service $0.869578 Per kW 
Supplemental - Transmission 
Standby Electric Service - $0.376821 Per kW 
Transmission 
Standby Interruptible Service $0.121198 Per kW 
Special Contract PIicing $1.197195 Per kW 

- Standby Electric Service- $0.387106 Per k W  

~~ 

--- $0.455760 Per kW 

Centerpoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC 
Applicable: Entire Service Area 

Sheet Na.6.7.2 
Page 15 of 29 

voltage and for all service provided to Capped Classes and to any LGS CuStoMer that also 
received SES-Distribution service. The kW to, be used in dculating the bill for those customers 
obligated to pay on a kW basis will be the highest kW for the month measured over a one hour 
period occurring on weekdays (Monday through Friday) during the sixteen hours beginning with 
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Centerpoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC 
Applicable: Entire Senice Area CNP 828 

and including the hour that ends at seven (am.) (07:OO) zind extending mtil the hour that ends at 
ten p.m. (22:00), local time (central standard or central daylight saving time, as appropriate). 

Except for customers in the MGS class, the Transition Charges. shall be applied on a kVa basis 
for all servicepovided at distribution voltage (other than service at distribution voltage to 
Capped- Classes or to LGS customers that also received. SES-Distribution service) and whose 
kVa is greater than 10 kVa in the billing month. The kVa will be the highest kVa measured over 
a 15 minute period during the month if the metering equipment has indicators for measuring and 
recording only the highest demand during the billing period, otherwise.if the metering equipment 
measures and records continuously for a l l  15 minute periods the kVa will be the average of the 4 
highest 15 minute periods measured during the billing period. If the demand meters used to 
meter service to a customer measure service is  on a kW basis instead o f  a kVa basis or measure 
in intervals different tban 15 minula (e.& 5, 10, 30 minutes) the transition charge to the 
customer will be based on the kW with the interval measurement period closest to a 15 minute 
period. 

. 

Transition Charges will be applied on a kWh basis for those customers with wait-how meters 
and those customers with demand meters whose measured demand i s  10 kVa or less, d 
Residential customers, all Non-Metered Lighting customers and all MGS customers served at 
distribution voltage. 

Each retail customer shall be obligated to pay Transition Charges for its applicable class. The 
Transition Charge shali be applied to all service received by the customex during the applicable 
billing period. E a  customer was taking service in more than one rate class through one point of 
service on April 30,1999, or on the day before the customer d'lscontinued taking service fiom 
HL&P on a pre-reshucturing rate schedule, its Transition -Charges shall be determined as 
follows: 

' 1. For customers taking service under two or more rates through a single 
meter, the following order d l l  be used to determine Transition Charges 
-for the customer: 

(a) If the customer takes service in one or more Capped Classes (other than 
SCP) through a single meter, the service shall be allocated first to Capped 
Classes in ascending order of unit Transition Charges beginning with the 
Capped Class with the lowest unit Transition Charge. All service to the 
customer, up to the lesser of (i) the highest hourly on-peak kW for total 
premises load (Total kw) or the Monthly Cap for the class, shall be 
deemed to be service under the Capped Class with the lowest unit 
Transition Charge. If the Total kW is greater than the Monthly Cap for 
the class with lowest unit Transition Charge, the difference up to the 
Monthly Cap for the Capped Class with the next lowest unit Transition 
Charge will be deemed to be service under the Capped Class with the next 

. 
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lowest unit Transition Charge. The remainder will then similarly be 
allocated to each other Capped Class under which the customer is served 
unGl the Total kW has been allocated or all applicable Monthly Caps have 

. been reached. 

co> If the total amount allocated to Capped Classes under (a) is less than tbe 
Total kW, the remainder, up ta the Monthly Cap for SCP shall be deemed 
to be service provided under SCP. 

(c) . Any amount remaining after the allocations in (a) &d (b) will be deemed 
to be service provided under the Transition Charge Class (other than 
Capped Classes and SCP) that is applicable to the customer.’ If the 
customer is not. otherwise taking service under my Transittion Charge 
Class (other than Capped Classes and SCP) the amount remaining after the 
allocations in (a) and (b) shall be deemed to be service under LOS-A, if 
the customer is served at transmission voltage, or under LGS, if the 
customer is served at distribution voltage. 

- ,  In addition, each customer which has New On-Site Generation shall pay an amouni each month 
computed by multiplying the output of the on-site generation used to serve’the4ntemaI eIectric 
requirements of the customer (either k W  or kVa, as determined by the Tmnsition Charge class 
for which the customer would qualify if it were being served by the Company or an REP) by the 
Transition Charge m effect for services provided to customers in that class during the month. 
This mount shall be in addition to any Transition Charges applicaIjle to energy or demand 
a c W y  delivered to the customer through the Campmy’s or mother T&D Provider’s fitdities. 

SECTION 8: STANDARD TNJEX.JP FOR AI)JI.TSTMENT OF TRGNSITXON 
CHARGES 

Transition Charges will be adjusted m d y  effective on December -1st to ensure that the 
expected collection of Transition Charges is adequate to pay principal and interest on the 
transition bonds when due’pursuant to the expected amortization schedule, pay as due all other 
qualified costs and to fund the overcollaterhtion account to the required level. In acMition to 
these annual true-up adjustments, true-up adjustments may be made more fi-equently at any time 
during the term of the transition bonds to correct any undercollection or overcollection, as 
provided for in the Financing Order, in order to assure timely payment of transition bonds based 
on rating agency and bondholder considerations. In addition to the foregoing, either of the 
following two conditions may resuIt in an interim true-up adjustment in the month prior’to an 
upcoming trarkition bond principal payment date: 

(a) The collection of transition charges for the upcoming payment date WiIi 
result in a difference that is greater than 5% in absolute value, between (i) 

Revision Number: Original I Effective: 12/16/05 
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the actual outstanding principal balances of the transition bonds plus 
amounts on deposit in the reserve subaccount and (ii) the outsW&g 
principal bdakes anticipated in the target amortization schedule; or . 

(b) TO meet a rating agency requirement that any series oftransition bonds be 
paid in full by the expected maturity date for any series oftransition bonds 
that matures after a date determined mutually, at the time o f  prichg by 
Centerpoint Houston and the Commission's designated personnel or 
hancid advisor. 

. ~n no,event +in interim true-up adjustmenen& occur more frequently than every three nionths if 
quarterly transition bond payments .are required or every six months if semi-ann4 transition 
bond*payments are required; provided, however, that interim true-up adjustments for any 
transition bonds remaining outstanding during the fourteenth and fifteenth year after the bonds 
are issued may occur quarterly.' 

All annual and interim adjustments will be designed to cause (i) the outstanding principal 
balance of the transition bonds to be equal to the .scheduled balance on the expected amortization 
schedule; (ii) the amoFulf in the overcollateralizatiomsubaccomt to be eqwd to the required 
overcouateraljzation level; (iii) the amomt in the capid subaccount to be equal to the required 
capital plus any investment earnings on amounts in the capital subaccount to the extent that the 
investment eamings have not been released to+the SPE and (iv) the reserve subaccount to be zero 

. by the payment date immediately preceding the next adjustment or by the final payment date, if 
the next payment date is the final payment date. 

Part A: TRUEXI' ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURF, FOR ST" AM) INTERlllM 
TRUFJ-UPS 

SerVicer will calculate the Adjusted Transition Charges using the methodology described below 
and will file the Adjusted Transition Charges with the Commission. h u a I  djustments will be 
filed 15 days prior to the effective date of the Adjusted Transition Charges unless an adjustment 
to the PBRAFs is required under Section 6 (jmcluding Intra-Group Allocation Adjustments under 
Part D of Sectbn 6)  in which case the annual adjustment will be filed not Iater than 90 days prior 
to the effective date. Interim Adjustments will be filed not less than 15 days prior to the , 

effective date of the Adjusted Transition Charges. 

The Adjusted Transition Charge for the upcorning period for each cIass (TC,) s h d  be computed 
as follows: 

For the 'residential class, 

Revisian Number: Original Effective: 12/16/05 
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For classes in the Commercial and Industrial TC Groups, except if any class h the Industrial 
Group is forecast far the ensuing period to experience more than a 10% reduction in biU.hg 
determinants compared to the industrial base billing determinants for t2aat c h ,  then the 
transition charges for the classes within the Industrial TC Group will be d e t e h e d  according to 
Section 8, Part B: 

1 

Where , 

TC," = the transition charge for that class from the previous period " 

PBRF Periodic Billing Recpkement €or the ensuing period (the 12 months 
beginning on the effective date of the adjusted transition charges in the m e  of 
annual true-ups and the period until the next scheduled annual true-up in the case 
of interim adjustments). The Periodic Billing Requirement will be the amounts 
required to pay principal and interest on the *tion bonds when due pursuant to 

qvercokteralization account to-the required level, and recover any net system 
under-collections or credit any net system over-collections so .that (9 the 
outstanding principal balance of the transition bonds will be equal to the 
scheduled balance on the expected amortization schedule; (ii) the amounf in the 
overcollateralization subaccount will be equal to the required overcollatemhation 
level; (iii) the amount in the capital subaccount will be equal to the required 
capital plus any investment earnings on amounts in the capital subacc0lin.t: to the 
extent that the investment earnings have not been released to the SPE and (iv) the 
reseme subaccount will be zero by the payment date immediately preceding the 
next adktment or by the final payment date, if the next payment date is the final 

< the.expected amortization schedule, pay as due all other qualified cosk, fund the 

- payment date. 

P B W ,  = the PBRAFs then in effect, or iT an adjustment has been made under 
Section 6, Part A, the adjusted PBRAFs fiom Section 6, Part A. 

PBlU.F&= the adjustment (ifany) from Section 6, Part B, Step 5 

YPERAF&t= the adjustment from Section 6, Part C, Step 5 for eGery year t in 
which an adjustment .was made wnless that adjustment wm discontinued under 
Section 6, Part C, Step 6.  

FBU,= the forecasted billing determinants for the upcoming period 
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6.1.1 Delivery System Charges 
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step 1: 

Centerpoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC 
Applicable: Entire Service Area CNP 828 

. .  

If FBU, IIBD, 2 0.90 for each Tndustrial 
TC Class 

If  FBUc ABD, < 0.90 for any Industrial 
TC Class (Load Loss Class) 

Part B: Intra Industrial Group Adjustments Due to Cumulative Load Loss Not 
Attributable to EIigible Generation 

Then, no adjustments wjll occur under this Section 
8, Part B and the transition charge for each Industrial 
TC class d l  be calculated under ‘Section 8, P&t A. 
Then, adjustments will be calculated pursuant to 
Steps 2 through 6. 

In connection with each annual SbndarcI True-up Adjustment, the Company will compare the 
projected billing determinants being used to set Transition Charges for each Industrial Group 
Transition Charge Class during the ensuing year to the billing determinants for the’ period 
November 2003 through October 2004 (adjusted to exclude any billing detemhuts attributable 
to Eligible Generation Zany adjustment was made under Section 6, Part A after October 2004) 
(such billing detenzlinants as adjusted are hereafter referred to as the “Industrial B&e Year 
Billing Deterxninantsw). The Transition Charges of ail Transition Charge Classes in the 
hdustrial TC Group will be adjusted if one or more Transition Charge Classes experience load 
loss (calculated exchding load loss attributable to Eligible Generation for which adjustments 
have been made under Section 6, Part A but including load loss attributable to small power 
production facilities of 10 megawatts or less) aggregating more than 10% on a cumulative basis 
when measured against the Industrid Base Year Billing Determinants. The adjustments mder 
this Part B will be made using the following procedures: 
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For each Industrial TC Class in Step 1 where FEW, /IBD, < 0.90, a reduction amount @EDc) 
will be calculated as follows: 

REDc* PB&- TCLLc 

Where: 
PBR, = PBRT * P B W C  

TCLL, = Test Collections with 10% toad Loss for Class c = PBRJ @D, * 0.9)] * 

PBRT = total periodic billing requirement for upcoming period 

PBRAFc= the PBRAFs then in effect, including any adjustment made under Sedan 6, Part 
A; plus any adjustment made under Section 6, Part B and Section 6, Part 
unless the adiustment was discontinued. 

~ 

TC class for which a reduction amount was not calculated in Step 2 and 
5 TCsA',a reallocation amount shall be calculated as follows: 

RA, = IAP, * Z MD, for all classes 

Where: 
ZAP, 

TCL~&' = Transition Charge implemented for the LOSA TC d a s s  in the last true-up 

TCC-' 

= Intra-Group Allocation Percentage for class-c = PBRAF, I 2  PBRAF, for aU 
Industrid TC Classes for which a reduction amount was not calcul;rted in 
Step 2 and whose TC;' 5 TCL0sA-I 

filing 
= Transition Charge implemented for class c in the last true-up filmg 
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Step 4: 

The adjusted transition charge for a class (TCJ shall be calculated as follows: 

For those Industrial TC Classes receiving a reallocation amount in Step 3: 
. TC, = PB& + RAJ 1 FBUc 

For dl other Industrial TC Classes: 
TCc = IpBII, - REDJ 1 FBU, 

Step 5 :  

Calculate the percent increase in the Transition Charge fbm the Base Year as follows: 
PI,= (TCJrCcWE)- 1 

Where: 
TC, = The adjusted transition charge calculated in Step 4 

t TC,BASE = The.transition charge calculated using the Industrial Base Year Billing 
Determinants. 

Step 6: 

A. 

B. 

For any Industrial TC Class where PI is less than the PI for the TC Classes identified in 
Step 1 as Load Loss Classes: 

= TC, 

If PI for any Industrid TC Class is greater than or equal to the PI for the Load Loss 
Classes identified in Step 1, then calculate an initial Equal Percent Increase for that class 
and the Load Loss Classes identified in Step 1: 
. .  

TC,F"AL = TC,BASE * (1 + EPIMITyLL) 

Where: 
EPImfi = initial Equal Percent Increase .C (TC, * FSU,)/ C. ('K>fi""FBUc) 

for only those Industrial TC Classes identified in Step 1 as Load Loss 
Classes and TC classes with a PI greater than or equal to those Industrid 
TC Load Loss Classes identktied in Step 1. 
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C. h the event that EPImlm for any hdustrial TC Class, other than a Load Loss Class 
identified in Step I, exceeds the PI, calculated in Step 5, then for that Class, 

TCcmfi= TCC 

D. For the remaining classes, a find Equal Percent Increase will be calculated to reflect the 
exchsion of the Classes identified in Step 6, Parts A andC above as follows: 

Where: 
EHm& = final Equal Percent Increase = C (TCc * FBUJ (TCFm*F13Uc) for 

only those Industrial TC Classes remaining in Step 6,  Part D. 

SECTION 9: BILLING AND COLLECTION TERMS AMI CONDITIONS 

Ifransition Charges will be billed and collected as set forth in this Schedule TC2, The terms and 
copditiom for each party are set forth berow: 

. *  

A. 

€3. 

Billings by &rvicer to. other T or D Providers: 

1. Transition Charges applicable to former retail customers of the Company in 
multiply certificated senrice areas who are now taking service -directly fiom other 
T or D Providers or through REPS served by other T or D Pr~viders will be billed 
to and collected-fiom the other T or D Provider, which, in tum will be responsible 
for collecting the Transition Charges from the retail customers and REPS. 

2. The T or D Provider shall pay ail Transition Charges not later than 35 days idler 
bill is mailed by Servicer. The T OX D Providex shall make such payment 
regmdesiof whether it collects such charges &om the end-use retail customer or 
REP. 

Billings by Servicer to New On-Site Generation: 

1. . Customers subject to- Transition Charges for New. On-Site Generation shall pay 
sirch charges in full not later than sixteen days after the date the bill is mded  to 
the customer. 

2. Transition Charges appIicabIe to New On-Site Generation are in addition to 
applicable transition charges under A above or C below. 
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3. If the entity with New On-Site Generation receives transmission or distribution 
service fiom the Company or another T or D Provider, Servicer shall have the 
same right to terminate service or require the other provider to terPninate service 
for non-payment of Transition Charges as the Company has to terminate service 
for non-payment of charges under the Company’s rate schedules. h y  termination 
shall comply with applicable Commission des. 

. + .  

* C. Billings by the-REP or its replacement to end-use customers: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

REPS will bill and collect, or cause to be billed and collected, dl Transitiun 
Charges applicable to consumption by retail customers served by the RFP 

If SeMcer is providing the metering, metering data will be provided to the REP at 
the s m e  time as the billing. If Senicer is not providing the metering, the entity 
providing metering services will be responsible for complying with Commission 
rules and emuring that Servicer and the REP will receive timely and accurate 
metering data in order for Servicer to meet its obligations under the Servicing 
Agreement and the Financing Order with respect to billing and true-ups. 

Each REP must (1) have a long-term, unsecured credit rating of not less than 
“BBB-” and ‘‘Baa.3” (or the equivalent) fiom Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s 
Investors Service, respectively, or (2) provide (A) a deposit of two months’ 
m a x i ”  expected Transition Charge collections in the form of cash, (B) an 
affiliate guarantee, surety bond,’ or letter of credit providing for payment of such 
amount of Transition Charge collections in the event that the REPdefadts in its 
payment obligations, or (c) a combination of any ofthe foregoing. A REP that 

.does not have or maintain the requisite long-term, unsecured credit rating may 
select which alternate form of deposit, credit support, or combination thereof it 
will utilize, in its sole discretion The indenture trustee shall be the beneficiary of 
any affiliate guarantee, surety bond or letter o f  credit. The provider of any 
afEliate guarantee, surety bond, or letter of credit must have and maintain a long- 
term, unsecured credit ratings of not 1e.ss.W “BBB-” and “Baa3” (or the 
equivalent) fiom Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s Investors Service, respectively. 

If the long-term, unsecured credit rating fium either Staridard & Poor’s or 
Moody’s Investors Service of a REP that did not previoudy provide the alternate 
form of deposit, credit support, or combination thereof or of any provider of an 
affiliate guarantee, surety bond, or letter of credit is suspended, withdraw& or 
downgraded below “BBB-’’ or “Baa.3” (or the equivalent), the REP must provide 
the dtemate form of deposit, credit support, or combination thereof, or new forrns 
thereof, in each case from providers with the requisite ratings, ivithin 10 bu&ess 
days following such suspension, withdrawal;or downgrade. A REP €ailing to 
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make such provision must comply with the provisions set forth impamgraph 3 of 
Section D, Billings by Sexvicer to the REP or its replacement (when applicable). 

5. The computation of the size of a required deposit shall be agreed upon by Senricer 
and the REP, and reviewed no more frequently than quarterly to ensure that the 

- deposit accurately reflects two months' maximum coUechns. Witbin 10 
business days following such review, (1) the REP shall remit to the indenture 
W e e  the mount  of my shortfall in such required deposit or (2) Servicer shall 
instruct the indenture trustee to remit to the REP any mount in excess o f  such 
required deposit. A REP failing to SO remit any such sho& must comply with 
'the provisions set forth in Paragraph 3 ofthe Section D, Billings by Servicer to. 
the REP or its replacement (whenapplicable). REP cash deposits shall be held by 
the indenture trustee, maintained in a segregated account, and invested in short- 
t e k  high quality investments, as permitted by the rating agencies rating the 
transition bonds. hvesbnent earnings on REP cash deposits shall be considered 
part of such cash deposits so long as they remain on deposit with the indenture 
tmtee.  At the instruction of Senricer, cash deposits will be remitted with 
investment &gs to the F W  at the end of the term of the transition bonds 
unless otherwise utilized for the payment of the REP'S obligations for Transition 
Bond payments. Once the deposit is no longer required, Servicer shall promptly 
(butnot later than 30 calendar days) instruct the indenture 'trustee to remit the 
amomis in the segregated accounts to the'REP. 

6. In the event that a REP or the Provider of Last Resort (POLR) is billing customers 
for Transitiob Charges, the REP shall have the right to transfer the Customers to 
the POLR (or to another certified REP) ox to direct Servicer to terminate 
ti.ansmission and distribution service to the end-use customer for non-papent by 
the end-use customer p"rsuant to applicable Commission rules. 

. 

D. Billings by Servicer to the REF or its replacement (when applicable): 

1. 

. 

Servicer will bill and collect fhm REPS all Transition Charges -applicable t~ 
consumption by retail customers served by the REP, including applicable 
customers served by New On-Site Generation. 

2. Payments o f  Transition Charges are due 35 calendar days following each biJhg 
by Servicer to the REP, without regard to whether or when the REP receives 
payment fiom the end-use retail custom&. Servicer shall accept payment by 
electronic h d s  transfer, wire transfer, andor check. Payment wil1.k considered 
received the date the electronic funds transfer or w& transfer is received by 
Servicer, or the date the check clears. A 5% penalty is to be charged on amounts 
received after 35 calmc?iu days; however, a 10 calendar-day grace period will be 
allowed before the REP is considered to be in default. A REP in de&& must 
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comply with the provisions set forth in paragraph 3 of this Section D. The 5% 
penalty will be a one-the assessment measured against the current amowt 
overdue from the REP to Servicer. The “current amount” consists ofthe t&t! 
unpaid Transition Charges existing on the 36’ calendar day after billing by 
Servicer. Any and all such penalty payments will be made to the indenture trustee 

. to be applied against Transition Charge obligations. A REP shall not be obligated 
to pay the overdue Transition Charges of another REP. If a REP agrees to assume 
the responsibi1i.v for the payment of overdue Transition Charges as a condition of 
receiving the customers of  another REP that has decided to terminate service to 
those customers for any reason, the new REP shall not be assessed the 5% penalty 
upon such Transition Charges; however, the prior REP shall not be relieved of the 
previous1 y-assessed penalties. 

After the 10 calendarday grace period (the 45th calendar day after the *billing 
date), Servicer shall have the option to seek recourse against any cash deposit, 
affiliate guarantee, surety bond, letter of credit, or combination thereof provided 
by the REP, and avail itself of such .legal remedies as may be appropriate to 
collect any remaining unpaid Transition Charges and associated penalties due 
Senricer after the application of the REP’S deposit or alternate fom. of credit 
support, In addition, a REP that i s  in default with respect to the requirements set 
forth in paragraphs 4 and 5 of Section C and paragraph 2 of this Section D shall 
select and implement one of the following options: 

. .  

3. 

Mow the POLR or a qualified REP of the customer’s chooshg to 
immediately assume the responsibility for the billing and coljection of 
Transition Charges. 

Immediately implement other mutually suitable and agreeable 
arrangements witb Servicer. It is expressly understood that Servicer’s 
ability to agree to any other arrangements wiU be limited by the ternzs of 
the Servicing Agreement and requirements of rating agencies that have 
rated the transition bonds necessary to avoid suspension, withdrawal or 
downgrade of the ratings on the transitian bonds. 

Arrange that all amounts owed by retail customers for services rendered 
be timely billed and iplmediately paid directly into a lock-box controlled 
by Servicer with such amounts to be applied fEst to pay Transition 
Charges before the remaining amounts dre released to the REP. All costs 
associated with this mechanism will be borne solely by the E P .  

If a REP that is in default does not immediately select and implement one of the 
options specified in (a), to> or (c). or, after so selecting one of the foregoing 
options, fails to adequately meet its responsibilities thereunder, then Scrvicer shall . 
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Marc Kilbride P.O. Box 4567 
Vice President and Treasurer Houston, TX 7721 0-4567 

71 3 207 5782 
Fax: 71 3 207 3301 
marc-kitbride@ 
CenterPointEnergy.com 

. 

December 14,2005 

Saber.Partners, LLC 
44 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Saber Capital Partners, LLC 
44 Wall Street 
New York, NY 10005 

Public Utility CoKlrnission of Texas 
1701 N. Congress Avenue 
P.O. Box 13326 
Austin, Texas ’7871 1-3326 

Re: Centerpoint Energy Transition Bond Company JI, LLC 
Senior Secured Transition Bonds, Series A 

Gent1 emen; 

In Docket No, 30485, the Public Utility Commission of Texas (the “Commission”) issued 
its financing order dated March 16, 2005 (the “Financing Order”). The Financing Order 
authorized Centerpoint Energy Houston Electric, LLC (the “Company”) to issue one or more 
series of transition bonds and to participate in certain related transactions as specified in the 
Financing Order through a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company, subsequently identified as 
Centerpoint Energy Transition Bond Company II, LLC (the c‘Issuer’’). 

On December 12, 2005, the Company filed at the Commission an issuance advice letter 
dated December 12, 2005, attached as ExhibitA-1 (the ‘‘Issuance Advice Letter”), in connection 
with $1,851,000,000 aggregate principal amount of the Issuer’s Senior Secmed Transition Bonds, 
Series A (the ‘‘Transition Bonds”). On December 14, 2005, the Company will submit to the 
Commission a letter, attached as Exhibit A-2, providing notice that, as a result of an agreement 
between the Commission’s h a n d  advisor and the undemriters subsequent to tiling the Issuance 
Advice Letter, the actual underwritex fees will be $321,598 less than was estimated in the Issuance 
Advice Letter. Attachment 4 to the Issuance Advice Lettez is the Company’s certification 
concerning certain matters related to the Transition Bonds. The Sexies A Bonds were priced, with 
respect to Tranche A-1 at 257 P.M. New Yo& time, with respect to Tranche A-2, Tranche A-3 and 
Tranche A-4 at 2:58 P.M. New York time, and with respect to Tranche A-5 at 3:30 P.M. New York 
Time on December 9,2005, (the ‘Tricing Time”) when Credit Suisse First Boston LLC, Greenwich 
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Capital Markets Inc, and L e h ”  Brothers Inc. (acting fox themselves and as representatives of a 
syndicate of underwriters) agreed to purchase the Transition Bonds in accordance with the t e a s  of 
the Underwriting Agreement dated December 9,2005. 

As set forth in Exhibit II Attachment C to its April 15,2005 Requests for Proposals for a 
Financial Advisor, the Commission has requested additional specific cornfort fiom Saber 
Partners, LLC and Saber Capital Partners, LLC (together, “Saber”), as the Commission’s 
financial advisor in connection with the Transition Bonds. Saber has requested similar comfort 
i?om the Company. Therefore, in connection with the Transition Bonds, we hereby certify to 
you as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Given the terms of the Financing Order, the schedule of principal mounts set forth in 
the attached Exhibit A-1, market conditions at the Pricing Time, and applicable 
securities laws, and based on the Company’s experience and on market conditions 
and other information reasonably available to officers, agents and employees of the 
Company, the structuring, marketing and pricing of the Transition Bonds will result 
in the lowest transition-bond charges consistent with market conditions and the terms 
of the Financing Order. 

On October 11, 2005, a decision was made by the Company and the Commission’s 
financial advisor to proceed with marketing the Tmnsition Bonds as a negotiated sale 
through a syndicate of selected underwriters. Based on information reasonably 
available to us as of that date, and given the terms of the Financing Order, the 
schedule of principal mounts set forth in the attached Exhibit A 4  and applicable 
securities laws, (a) competitive sales are not customary in the market in which 
transition bonds typically are marketed, nor axe competitive sales generally 
considered to be the most effective manner in which to market highly structured 
securities such as the Transition Bonds; and (b) the Issuer could not have expected to 
achieve lower transition bond charges for any or all tranches of the Transition Bonds 
through a competitive bidding process than through the negotiated sale of all the 
Transition Bonds to the syndicate of underwriters jointly selected by the Company 
and the Conunission’s designated representative or financial advisor. 

Given the terms o f  the Financing Order, market conditions at the time of pricing and 
the schedule of principal amounts set forth in the attached Exhibit A-1, the amount of 
compensation payable to the underwriters fiom proceeds of the Transition Bonds was 
necessary to achieve the lowest transition bond charges for each tranche of Transition 
Bonds, and the mount of compensation payable to the underwriters and h d e d  from 
proceeds of the Transition Bonds have been established at mounts that could not be 
reduced without increasing overall transition bond charges. 

For purposes of this letter, the following definitions apply: 
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“marketing” means all aspects of presenting the Transition Bands to the public 
capital markets and offering the Transition Bonds for sale to investors, including 
but not limited to targeting particular investors or classes of investors and 
selecting methods of communicating with investors; 

‘Ltransition bond charges” means transition charges imposed to pay the annualized 
cost, expressed as a percentage, of principal, interest and the cost of external 
credit enhancement, if any? attributable to that tranche; 

the “structure” of the Transition Bonds means the structure reflected in the 
Preliminary Prospectus filed with the United States Securities and Exchange 
Commission 0x1, December 6, 2005, includmg the transaction documents described 
and/or contemplated therein; and 

the “lowest transition bond charges” means (i) the lowest transition bond charges 
in respect of the Transition Bonds as a whole, and (il) the lowest transition bond 
charges in respect of each tranche of Transition Bonds. 

This letter is being delivered to assist you in meeting your obligations under Section 
39.301. of PURA and under the Financing Order, and we shall be hl ly  accountable for all matters 
set forth in this letter, Without our written permission, this letter may not be used by or relied 
upon by any other person or entity. 

/- 
Respectfully submitted, 
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w BEFOFE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In re: Petition for issuance of a storm recovery 
financing order, by Florida Power & Light 
Company. 

DOCKET NO. 060038-E1 

DATED: MARCH 3 1,2006 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that one correct copy of the DIRECT' TESTIMONY AND 

EXHIBITS OF REBECCA KLEIN, has been served by US.  Mail to R. Wade Litchfield, Esq. at 

700 Universe Blvd., Juno Beach, Florida 33408-0420 on behalf of Florida Power & Light 

Company, and that a true copy thereof has been fumished to the following by U.S. Mail this 3 1 st  

day of March, 2004: 

John W. McWhirter, Jr., Esq. 
McWhirter Reeves Law Finn 
Attorney for FIPUG 
400 North Tampa Street, Suite 2450 
Tampa, FL 33601-3350 

Michael Twomey, Esq. 
Attorney for AARP 
P. 0. Box 5256 
Tallahassee, FL 323 14-5254 

McWhirter Reeves Law Finn 
Timothy J. Perry, Esq. 
117 South Gadsden Street 
Tallahassee, FL 3230 1 

Robert Scheffel Wright,Esq. 
John T. LaVia, 111, Esq. 
Young van Assenderp, P.A. 
Attorneys for FRF 
225 South Adams Street, Suite 200 
Tallahassee, Florida 3230 1 

William Walker 
Florida Power & Light Company 
Regulatory Affairs 
215 South Monroe Street, Suite 8 10 
Tallahassee, FL 32301-1859 

Office of Public Counsel 
Harold McLean, EsqKharZes Beck, Esq. 
c/o The Florida Legislature 
11 1 West Madison Street, Room 812 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1400 

Lieutenant Colonel Karen White and 
Captain Damund Williams 
AFCESAKJLT 
139 Barnes Drive 
Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida 32403 

WM . COCHRAN KEATING rv 
Senior Attorney 

FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 
(850) 413-6199 


